
TRAYCONTROL® 600 is a flexible, 
oil-resistant control and power cable 

for up to 600 V (WTTC 1000 V).

This tray cable is insulated with vinyl 
nylon-coated PVC and has a PVC 

jacket. VNTC is also known as THHN 
(Thermoplastic High Heat Nylon).

UL/CSA, EAC, 
ECOLAB, CE

UL/CSA 

-40˚C to 105˚C 75˚C to 90˚C

1000 V 600 V

Suitable for underground, open and 
unprotected installation from the cable 

tray to machines in industrial plants. 
Found in production lines, machine 

building, conveyor systems, packaging 
machines, bottling plants and 

automotive manufacturing facilities.

Suitable for use in free air, raceways
or direct burial, in wet or dry

locations. Found in industrial and factory 
settings, or commercial buildings.

5 x ø Not Recommended

Why choose TRAYCONTROL® 600 over VNTC?
TRAYCONTROL® 600’s bare copper conductor strands are Class K (finely stranded) AWG dimensions, which make it more flexible and allows for a 
tighter bend radius during installation in smaller areas, an added bonus for larger AWG cables. VNTC uses Class B stranding making it more stiff and 
tougher to install in tight locations. Studies show one out of every 10 people have trouble telling the difference in colors. TRAYCONTROL® 600’s black 
conductors with continuous white numerical print eliminates the confusion and possibility of hooking up wires in the wrong places, when compared to 
the multiple colors found in VNTC cables. These factors allow for faster installation and reduced costs. Furthermore, when compared to 
TRAYCONTROL®, VTNC typically doesn’t use fillers to ensure the cable’s concentricity, and therefore tends to be convoluted, which makes a secure, 
sealed and water-tight fit with a cable gland impossible, so water and dust now become factors that can cause component failure. Finally, 
TRAYCONTROL® 600’s PVC-jacket is also much more concentric and robust to allow for vibration- and torsion-resistance during application use. It also 
is exposed run (-ER) rated to be laid outside of the cable tray for up to six feet unlike most VNTC, which can only be installed in a tray up to the machine.

TRAYCONTROL® 600 vs. VNTC
Benefits of investing a little more now,

rather than later.
Installing tray cable can be very expensive and time consuming. No one wants to deal with the hassle of having to install the cable twice because 

the first cable chosen was the wrong one, or worse, selected because it was a few pennies cheaper. Investing a little more up front for a better 
product can save in the long run when all factors are considered.  
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